
Innovation
Is diversification in the gin industry an aid to 
building consumer interest (and sales), or a 

distraction and diversion from sales of a 
brand’s key product?

Ben Ellefsen - MD, Atom Brands



Yes.







Innovate, produce,  
iterate

Seed distribution within  
UK on and off-trade

Atom Brands:
IWSC Gin Producer of the 
year 2017, and Spirits 
Business Grand Master 
2017. Owner and Producer 
of a multitude of world-
beating spirits brands.

Maverick Drinks:
IWSC Spirits Distributor 
of the year for three out 
of the last four years. 
Importer and distributor 
of the finest craft spirits 
within the UK market.

Provide real-time data,  live-test 
beta brands

Master of Malt:
Whisky Magazine's global online 
retailer of the year six out of the 
last seven years. Delivering the 
best eCommerce experience 
anywhere in the world.





Atom group CAGR: 46% over 10 years

In 2017 we were listed in the Sunday Times 
FastTrack 100* (Britain's private companies with the 

fastest-growing sales). The only spirits business on 
the list

In 2018 we were granted the Queen’s 
Award for Export – again – the only spirits 
business on the list. 



Our craft liquids are made with care, passion 
and industry-leading techniques. We are 
uncompromising in our approach and only 
create the best of the best. 

236 awards since 2012 and counting, 
culminating in:

IWSC’s UK Gin Producer Of the Year 
2017

Global Spirits Masters ‘Grand Spirit 
Masters’ 2017





What is Ableforth’s?

An award-winning range of spirits including Bathtub Gin, Rumbullion!  
Summer Fruit Cup, Cherry Brandy and Christmas Mulled Cup

Uncompromising in our Craft, Taste and Originality

A brand committed to delivering unparallelled fresh, vibrant taste from the finest 
quality ingredients, in beautiful hand wrapped, strung and waxed bottles



A brief brand history -

Range launched by three friends in 2011 under the brand name “Professor Cornelius  Ampleforth”
The aim was to create delicious spirits of uncompromising quality which they wanted to drink

The name “Bathtub Gin” was chosen for the lead product as a nod to the old practice of filling large 
vessels from the only household tap capable of doing so - in the bathtub -and reflected the brand’s use 
of botanical infusion in its production

Launch range included all existing lines, as well as two others - Besmoked Vodka and
Proprietary Barley Spirit Drink

These latter two lines were subsequently removed from the range

Decision taken to change the brand name from Professor Cornelius Ampleforth to Ableforth’s

Having grown successfully in the UK, Ableforth’s is now available in over 30 territories globally*



What is Ableforth’s?

An award-winning range of spirits including Bathtub Gin, Rumbullion!  
Summer Fruit Cup, Cherry Brandy and Christmas Mulled Cup

Uncompromising in our Craft, Taste and Originality

A brand committed to delivering unparallelled fresh, vibrant taste from the finest 
quality ingredients



Evolution, not revolution
- Adam Smith

I evolve, I don’t...revolve
-Alan Partridge



Bathtub
Packaging Evolution
The Challenge - Bathtub Gin doesn’t currently offer highly identifiable iconography

The existing image of a Carboy is an everyday display item in shops and homes, insufficiently “ownable” 
as a visual identifier (not stylised image)

In isolation of the bottle and label environment, it is in no way suggestive of the Bathtub brand or its name

The Brief to our in-house NPD team -
● Create an iconic device for Bathtub Gin to work as a visual identifier
● Through usage over time, to become unmistakably and clearly demonstrative of Bathtub Gin -

ultimately *could* replace the actual name and denote in isolation
● To represent, rather than describe the production process (a key brand attribute which speaks to 

our core values of CRAFT, QUALITY, DIFFERENCE)
● Must deliver this impact across multiple executions - bottle, label, tees, glassware,  

banners, pins inter alia



The Outcome -

Cornucopian Bathtub device
Allows clear depiction of our botanicals,  a 
key brand messaging element.
That they are oversized is a metaphor for the 
exceptional, abundant flavour delivery of 
Bathtub gin, thus reflecting the production 
process which are both key brand 
messages.
It also looks appealing and memorable and is 
totally ownable and executable in different 
formats.

And it’s a bathtub! - already clearly identifies 
the brand, offering a far quicker route to it
working in isolation of label context



2018 Bathtub Gin  
Campaign launch
Our first integrated campaign for Bathtub Gin launched in Spring 2018.

The Ableforth’s Brand Values of Craft, Taste, Originality are all represented in the 
cold-compounding process we use to make it.

Explaining this process is key to both trade and consumer understanding of how it tastes and why they 
should try it.

We want to:
● Through explaining OUR process, detail the time, care, effort and cost that goes into each 

and every bottle of Bathtub.
● Create an understanding of the reason for the distinctive botanical hue.
● Flag the hand wrapping, stringing and waxing of each and every bottle.








“Our gin starts where others finish”
Distillation is just the beginning for our accomplished
spirit…

At Ableforth's, we’re very particular about how we make our award-
winning Bathtub Gin. COPPER POT-DISTILLED GIN is first made 
with juniper, coriander and other fragrant botanicals. We take a portion 
of this gin and PAINSTAKINGLY INFUSE it with a further six fresh 
botanicals, to truly capture the VIBRANT FLAVOURS of orange peel, 
cassia, juniper, coriander, cardamom and clove. It’s this infusion which 
gives Bathtub its UNIQUE CHARACTER, allowing those FRESH 
BOTANICAL FLAVOURS
– too delicate to survive traditional distillation – to shine through, 
leaving our gin with its DISTINCTIVE BOTANICAL HUE. It’s only 
finished once WRAPPED, STRUNG AND WAXED BY HAND, ready 
to deliver UNPARALLELED FRESH FLAVOUR  to your G&Ts and 
cocktails.





#accomplishedspirit Campaign






In Summary

A globally successful brand which celebrates its craft, 
taste and originality through simple, clear messaging of 
the benefits of its range, rather than through constant 
innovation and NPD

This approach ensures the gin category maintains a 
perception of high quality, craft brands with something 
different to offer





BRINGING YOU A WHOLE HOST OF NEW SMALL BATCH GINS FROM THE WORLD’S  
MOST CREATIVE MINDS, BRANDS AND DISTILLERS






Who is That Boutique-y Gin Company?

That Boutique-y Gin Company is the world’s first Independent Gin Bottler, producing perpetually available 
lines (NOT limited edition cask bottlings) to a simple, three pronged strategy

○ Collaborations: We work with the world’s best distilleries to bring to market gins that would otherwise 
be banished to the ‘things to try’ list in the back of the notebook

○ Own-recipes: We create gins ranging from historical nods and balls-out-of-the-bath experiments, to 
very specific flavour focused gins

○ Bespoke Bottlings: We offer a bespoke Boutique-y Gin bottling model, bringing customers’ gin 
inspirations to life within our brand family

“Freethinking with every bottle!”



Who is behind TBGC?
◊ The same mad geniuses that brought you Drinks by the Dram, That Boutique-y Whisky Company, 

and Ableforth’s
◊ Ben Ellefsen- Managing Director
◊ Adam Wyartt - Global Brand Manager
◊ David T. Smith- Distillery liaison, author and general gin specialist
◊ Grace J. Ward- Illustrator for each of our labels
◊ Lora Hemy- Head of distillation, joined us from Dalmore and Merseyside’s Halewood
◊ Distilleries- 58 Gin, Ableforth’s, Blackwater, Chilgrove, Coastal Spirits, Conker Spirits, Cotswolds, 

Crossbill, East London Liquor Company, Few, Foxdenton, Golden Moon, Greensand Ridge, 
Hemo, Isle of Wight, Kyro, McQueen, NY Distilling Co, Shortcross, St. George, Strane, Tarquin’s, 
Tesler, Whittakers

That Boutique-y Gin Company?



Our labels 
tell an important part of our Gins’ stories - Grace 
incorporates industry personalities, category in-
jokes and the (in one case, literally) lunatic 
genesis of the idea behind each gin



Swedish Rose Gin  
Herno Distillery

Dala, Sweden

● Reimagining of the classic Herno Gin
● Fresh rose petals part of the botanical mix
● Blended with gin aged in juniper casks
● Botanicals- Juniper, Fresh Lemon Peel, Coriander, 

Lingon Berries, Meadowsweet, Black Pepper, Cassia, Vanilla

That Boutique-y Gin Company - Collaborations



That Boutique-y Gin Company - Collaborations

• A mashup between two different aged gins, one in ex-
bourbon and one in ex-red wine barrels, both three
months

• Gin is the same as Cotswold’s original gin
• Use both maceration and distillation for botanicals
• Botanicals- juniper, coriander, angelica root, lavender, 

bay leaf, grapefruit, lime, black pepper, and 
cardamom

Cobnut Ghost Gin - Greensand Ridge Distillery
Shipbourne, England

• Distilled with fresh raspberry juice
• Greensand Ridge is committed to sustainability through

various measures
• Local botanicals are part of their repertoire Botanicals-

Local: Cobnuts, Poppy Seed, Bay Laurel, Hawthorn 
Berries,  Rosehips, Oak Moss, Gorse Flowers, Honey, 
Quince Classic: Juniper, Coriander, Cardamom, Grains of 
Paradise, Cassia, Fresh Lemon Peel, Bitter Orange PeelHot Sauce Gin - F.E.W. Distillery Evanston, 

Illinois, USA
• FEW have taken bourbon that was finished for a 

year in  barrels that have previously held bourbon 
and then hot  sauce. The resulting whisky was then 
redistilled with  juniper, Guajillo peppers, and Ancho 
chillies.

• A sweet, floral warmth gradually builds and there is a 
pepper  warmth from the hot sauce. Just when you think 
the flavour  is gone with a bang, a boomerang of fresh 
green pepper  flavours returns with menthol peppiness.

Pan-Pacific Gin - Farallon Gin, San Carlos, 
CA, USA

Double Barrelled Gin – Cotswold Distillery 
Stourton, England

• Gin inspired by flavours from both sides of the 
Pacific

• Key botanicals are schisandra berry and yuzu 
peel & juice.

• There is also a light ginger infusion at the end
• Botanicals-include: Juniper, Coriander, Angelica, 

Lemon, Cassia, Cinnamon, Orris and Liquorice, 
along with Schisandra Berry, Yuzu, and Ginger.



Strawberry & Balsamico Gin  
That Boutique-y Gin Company

Kent, England
● Gin is macerated with strawberries, blended

with strawberry & black pepper distillates
● 12 & 25yr old Aceto di Balsamico tradizionale

di Modena DOP is then added
● Botanicals- Juniper, Strawberries, Black Pepper, 

Coriander,  Angelica Root, Lemon Peel, Orris Root, Liquorice 
Root, Cassia Bark, Cinnamon Bark

That Boutique-y Gin Company - Own Recipes



That Boutique-y Gin Company - Own Recipes

Rhubarb Triangle Gin- That Boutique-y 
Gin Company Kent, England
• Gin blended with rhubarb juice sourced solely from the  Rhubarb 

Triangle PDO
• The Rhubarb Triangle is famous for forced rhubarb, which  

creates a more tender sweet-sour stalk
• Botanicals- include Juniper, Coriander, Angelica, Orange,  Lemon, 

Nutmeg, Cassia, Cinnamon, Orris, and Liquorice

• Botanicals were sent into near space exposed to pressure  
1/100th of sea level

• Vacuum distilled for freshness
• Botanicals- Juniper, Coriander, Cubeb Pepper, Camomile  

Flowers, Cardamom, Dried Bitter Orange Peel, Cinnamon,  
Liquorice Root, Angelica, Fresh Lemon Peel, and Moonrock

Yuzu Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company  
Kent, England
• Yuzu is a highly aromatic and fragrant citrus fruit from  

Japan, Korea, and China
• Pulp is super sour tart, and used in cooking
• Taste is somewhat of a cross of lemon, tangerine, and  

grapefruit with additional perfume notes
• Botanicals- Juniper, Yuzu Peel, Coriander, Angelica, Lemon  

Peel, Orris Root, Liquorice Root, Cassia Bark, Cinnamon 
Bark

Yuletide Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company 
Kent, England
• We put the holidays in a bottle
• Botanicals-include: Juniper, Cassia, Cinnamon, Nutmeg, Medjool 

Dates, Clove, Allspice, Clementine Peel, Cardamom, Ginger, 
Whole Pomanders, Balsam and Douglas Fir Needles, Christmas 
Cake, Charred Oak,  Chestnuts, Christmas Puddings, Chocolate 
Truffles, Lebkuchen, Mince Pies,  Panettone, and a Whole 
Gingerbread House. 

And Frankincense, Myrrh, and 24ct Gold. Obvs.

Moonshot Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company  
Kent, England



And the rest currently available, with many more 
to follow….

• Botanical Democracy Gin -F.E.W. Distillery - Evanston, Illinois, USA
• Expeditionary Gin- Golden Moon Distillery - Golden, Colorado, USA
• World Gin Day Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• D.C. Gin- Various - Washington D.C., USA
• Miyagawa Citrus Gin - East London Liquor Company - London, England
• Icewine Old Tom- That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• Cherry Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• Single Cask Bathtub Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• Estate Foraged Gin - Shortcross Distillery - Downpatrick, Northern Ireland
• Monastic Gin - Blackwater Distillery - Cappoquin, Ireland
• Very Old Tom - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• Neroli Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• Chocolate Cherry Gin - McQueen Distillery - Callander, Scotland
• Cucamelon Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England
• Finger Lime Gin - That Boutique-y Gin Company - Kent, England



That Boutique-y Gin Company - Own Recipes

One of those “more to follows”:

Fresh Rain Gin

One of a series of gins, inspired by 
the art of  the Perfumer and using 
botanicals to  challenge the senses 
with familiar and  evocative aromas 
as well as being delicious  and 
perfectly used in exciting cocktails



“Freethinking with every bottle!”
○ We now offer a bespoke bottling model for exclusive TBGC gins
○ Institutions of all kinds - Bars, Restaurant/hotel chains, retailers, clubs - looking 

for something beyond an “off the shelf” bespoke gin which can really speak to 
their own values beyond simply putting their business name on the label

○ We work with them to develop a brief on the liquid AND the label, again hand 
illustrated by Grace J Ward

○ Aside from modest MOQs and other obvious T&Cs, the only stipulation is that 
the end result, although exclusive to the partner for whom we are creating and 
bottling, adheres to the Boutique-y Gin ethos. No compromise on quality and 
innovation

That Boutique-y Gin Company - Bespoke bottlings



That Boutique-y Gin Company - Bespoke bottlings

Proof of concept:

Sydney Gin - for NSW-based retailer group

Conceptualised as a distilled gin, 
using  botanicals native to the NSW 
area

Depicted beautifully as a wallpaper 
adorning the sails of the iconic Opera 
House, making it the perfect take home for 
tourists visiting the area and this retailer’s 
shops



In Summary
A genuine disruptor brand which sets out to stretch the boundaries of the 
category with a 
no-nonsense approach

TBGC embraces and epitomises innovation in our ingredients, our production 
processes, our packaging - our entire brand model as an independent gin bottler

Not only is TBGC proving to be a highly successful brand, it 
drives value for gin as a whole by delivering exploration 
opportunities within the category and  perpetuating the current 
trend





Bathtub Gin sales (incl 2018 forecast  
with new export markets)

That Boutique-y Gin Company Sales to date - red  
line is partial year 2017



Find out more...

Ben Ellefsen  
MD

Atom Brands  
ben@atombrands.com

Liz Thomas
Bespoke Bottlings Partner Manager  

That Boutique-y Gin Company  
elizabeth.thomas@boutiqueygin.com

David T. Smith  
Gin Chap

That Boutique-y Gin Company  
david@summerfruitcup.com

mailto:ben@atombrands.com
mailto:elizabeth.thomas@boutiqueygin.com
mailto:david@summerfruitcup.com


GINPOSIUM



GIN IN THE USA
THE AMERICAN DREAM









Fords Gin was launched in the USA 
in September 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
….and finally Fords Gin…



CHARLES MAXWELL & THE 86 CO.

Fords Gin is a collaboration between Charles Maxwell & Simon Ford

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fords Gin is a collaboration between 8th generation Master Distiller Charles Maxwell and Simon Ford of The 86 CoSimon Ford has been working in the world of gin for over 15 years.He has helped in the development of gin recipes and has taught the history and production of gin all over the world. He worked with Charles on the formula and taste profile of Fords Gin with the input of many bartender friends. Fords Gin was tested in all our favourite gin cocktails during development



GIN IN THE USA
THE AMERICAN DREAM



GENEVER  
WAS 1ST 

For every gallon of English Gin 
imported into the USA at this 

time about 5-6 gallons of 
Genever were coming into the 

country (1862) 





1862 NEW YORK
THE FIRST 

COCKTAIL BOOK
• 1862 – Jerry Thomas gin 

recipes refer to Genever
• 1887 – Jerry Thomas gin 

recipes refer to Genever or Old 
Tom

• 1880s – Genever outsells Gin 
in USA by 6 to 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jerry Thomas ‘The Professor’ (1830-1885) is the godfather of modern bartending. His first book ‘The Bartenders Guide’ published in 1862 devoted sections to Cups, Sangarees, Flips, Pousse Cafés, Cobblers, Crustas.Fixes, Toddies, Sours, Slings, Smashes, Temperance drinks and, of course, cocktails. In use 1862 book the word gin undoubtably referred to Genever but in his second edition Old Tom Gin starts to appear. There is still no sign of ‘Dry Gin’ in American Cocktail at this moment. Jerry Thomas died 2 years before the 1887 edition was released. For every gallon of English Gin imported into the USA at this time about 5-6 gallons of Genever were coming into the country. 



1870 USA
THE FIRST 

AMERICAN DRY 
GIN LAUNCHED

The Fleischmann Brothers 
Distillery is established in 
Ohio in 1868 to make dry 

gin



1880s – A GOLDEN AGE IN COCKTAIL CULTURE
Gin is undoubtedly the spirit that dominates this movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The golden age of cocktail culture in the USA was the 1880’s up until 1919 when prohibition was fully enacted. This is when many of the great cocktail books are published, the most famous classic cocktails were invented and cocktail culture was a big part of American culture PUBLISHED BOOKS1882: Harry Johnson, New and Improved Bartender’s Manual1884: O.H. Byron, The Modern Bartenders Guide1891: Willam “The Only William”Schmidt, The Flowing Bowl1895: George Kappeler, Modern American Drinks1900: Bill Boothby, Cocktail Boothby’s American Bar-Tender



1880s
THE RICKEY

Created at Shoomaker’s
by bartender 

George A. Williamson
for Colonel Joe Rickey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created by bartender George A. Williamson at the infamous shoemaker’s located on E NW Street in Washington DC during the 1880’s. It was the drink if choice for bar regular Col. Joseph Kyle Rickey, a democratic lobbyist and local at Shoemakers. 



1888
NEW ORLEANS

THE RAMOS 
GIN FIZZ

Created at The Imperial Cabinet 
Room by Henry C. Ramos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created in New Orleans by Henry C. Ramos at the Imperial Cabinet Room. At the time the recipe was a closely guarded secret. At the beginning of Prohibition Henrys brother, Charles Henry Ramos, published the recipe in a full page advertisement.(The Fairmount ‘Roosevelt’ Hotel in New Orleans own the trade mark for the Ramos Gin Fizz today) 



ENGLISH GIN & THE RISE OF THE 
MARTINI IN THE USA

• 1882 – The Manhattan, New York Sunday Morning Herald
• 1884 – Martinez, The Modern Bartender by O.H Byron
• 1887 – Martinez, Jerry Thomas second edition 
• 1888 – The Martini, Harry Johnson’s New & Improved

Bartender’s Manual
• 1895 – The Turf Cub Cocktail, George J. Kappeler’s

Modern American Drinks  
• 1896 – Marguerite Cocktail, Stuart’s Fancy Drinks 

& How To Mix Them
• 1900 – The Puritan, The Cocktail Book: A Sideboard 

Manual For Gentlemen by Fredrick L. Knowles
• 1904 – Dry Martini Cocktail, American Bar: Recettes

des Boissons Anglaises et Americaines (France)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1895 - The Turf Club has no vermouth but with extra bitters instead1887 - The Martinez - Jerry Thomas second edition 1888 - The Drink listed in Harry Johnson’s book actually appeared as ‘Martine’ a typo for sure1895 - The Turf Club (Gin, Dry Vermouth, Absinthe, Maraschino) 1896 - Marguerite (Plymouth Gin, Dry Vermouth, Orange Bitters) This could  be from 19041900 - The Puritan (Gin, Dry Vermouth, Yellow Chartreuse, Orange bitters) 1904 - Dry Martini Cocktail (Gin, Vermouth) 





1893 LONDON
The American Bar at 

The Savoy Hotel opens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
American styled grand hotels and clubs complete with American styled bars began to pop up all over Europe. The first American Bar opened in London in 1868 in the Bank of England closely followed by the Criterion* in London’s Piccadilly Circus in 1874 (still open). The American Bar at the Savoy opened in 1893 headed up by Ada Coleman (creator of the Hanky Panky Cocktail)*Leo Engel was a Brooklyn Bartenders that tended bar at Ridgewood Shades there. He moved to London where he headed up the bar at the Criterion. Most of his shtick was take from Jerry Thomas. He went on to write ‘American and other Drinks’ and is considered Englands 1st American Bartender …Also at the Criterion - Watson meets Sherlock holms there for their first time 



1916
THE AVIATION 

COCKTAIL 
Taken from Recipes for Mixed 

Drinks by Hugo R. Ensslin



THE PROHIBITIONISTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 18th Amendment (ratified on Jan 16th 1919 and implemented on January 17th 1920 - The Volsted act ) banned the manufacture, transportation and sale of intoxicating liquors. It was repealed with the 21st Amendment on December 5th, 1933.Bath Tub Gin refers to the gin of Prohibition. It was essentially moonshine flavored with Juniper essence which was either homemade (macerating juniper into a concentrate) or purchased (One of the biggest selling items in the Sears catalogue during Prohibition was juniper essence). The term Bath Tub Gin refers to the need to cut the moonshine with water which, because of the size of vessels used to make the moonshine, meant using the taps on the bath tub.It is a common misconception that Prohibition led to a whole host of creativity of mixed drinks. There are very few known classic cocktails created in the USA during this time. Most of the great drinks of this period came from Europe and Cuba. Three exceptions…The Southside, The Last Word & The Orange Blossom (all gin drinks).





1919 – 1933 PROHIBITION 
BATH TUB GIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 18th Amendment (ratified on Jan 16th 1919 and implemented on January 17th 1920 - The Volsted act ) banned the manufacture, transportation and sale of intoxicating liquors. It was repealed with the 21st Amendment on December 5th, 1933.Bath Tub Gin refers to the gin of Prohibition. It was essentially moonshine flavored with Juniper essence which was either homemade (macerating juniper into a concentrate) or purchased (One of the biggest selling items in the Sears catalogue during Prohibition was juniper essence). The term Bath Tub Gin refers to the need to cut the moonshine with water which, because of the size of vessels used to make the moonshine, meant using the taps on the bath tub.It is a common misconception that Prohibition led to a whole host of creativity of mixed drinks. There are very few known classic cocktails created in the USA during this time. Most of the great drinks of this period came from Europe and Cuba. Three exceptions…The Southside, The Last Word & The Orange Blossom (all gin drinks).





…BARTENDERS FLEE 
TO OTHER PARTS OF 

THE WORLD BRINGING 
THEIR TALENTS WITH 

THEM
Gin is given a new 

lease on life back in 
Europe 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a few examples of bartenders who left the USA during Prohibition. Harry Craddock famously made a cocktail on the day that Prohibition was enacted for press in New York before jumping on boat to England where he became the head barmen at The American Bar in The Savoy Hotel where he wrote one the most important cocktail books every published (1930).Eddie Woelke left the Weylin Hotel in New York and bartended at several places during Prohibition including The Plaza Athénée in Paris, The Seville Biltmore in Havana, Cuba where he is credited for creating a number of classics including the El Presidente. Harry MacElhone left New York to take over Harry’s New York Bar in Paris and open Ciro’s. Classic cocktails such as the Boulevardier, Old Pal and Side Car as well as claims on the White Lady and the Bloody Mary.



1920s
LAST WORD COCKTAIL

Created at the Detroit Athletic 
Club during Prohibitions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created at the Detroit Athletics Club somewhere between 1916 & 1920. It appears in a 1951 book called "Bottoms Up," written by Ted Saucier, a publicist for the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York. Frank Fogarty was well known in vaudeville," Saucier wrote. "He was called the 'Dublin Minstrel' and was a very fine monologue artist. Frank Fogerty introduced the drink to New York. Bartender Murray Stenson revived the cocktail at the Zig Zag cafe in 2005 and it become a classic (again). No one really knows of the drinks creator other then it was someone at The Detroit Athletic Club 



USA’S 
PROHIBITION IS 
BOOM TIME FOR 
INTERNATIONAL 

BARTENDERS
• 1923 – Harry MacElhone’s

The White Lady, Ciro’s London
• 1930 – The Savoy Cocktail Book 

is published
• 1937 – The Cafe Royale Cocktail Book 

is published featuring the 
20th Century cocktail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The period during US Prohibition was a boom period for cocktail culture elsewhere around the world. The seasoned professionals of the bartending world catered to the ‘Bright Young Things’ and cocktails boomed across Europe breeding new life into the gin category on its home turf. A culture of celebrity bartenders was born, famous bars were opened and books were published while the USA was surviving on elicit alcohol and speakeasy cocktails. Cocktails invented outside of the USA during Prohibition French 75Side Car Mary Pickford White Lady Books published in Europe and Cuba during this timeHarry’s ABC of Mixing Cocktails (1919)Harry’s Barflies and Cocktails (1927)El Arte Du Hacer Un Cocktail Y Algo Mass (1927) - Cuban Classic The Savoy Cocktail Book (1930)Cafe Royale Cocktail book (1937)







“When Prohibition was introduced, I 
hoped that it would be widely supported 
by public opinion and the day would 
soon come when the evil effects of 
alcohol would be recognised. I have 
slowly and reluctantly come to believe 
that this has not been the result. Instead, 
drinking has generally increased; the 
speakeasy has replaced the saloon; a 
vast army of lawbreakers has appeared; 
many of our best citizens have openly 
ignored Prohibition; respect for the law 
has been greatly lessened; and crime 
has increased to a level never seen 
before.”

John D Rockefeller Jnr. 



1919 – 1933 PROHIBITION
REPEAL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 18th Amendment (ratified on Jan 16th 1919 and implemented on January 17th 1920 - The Volsted act ) banned the manufacture, transportation and sale of intoxicating liquors. It was repealed with the 21st Amendment on December 5th, 1933.Bath Tub Gin refers to the gin of Prohibition. It was essentially moonshine flavored with Juniper essence which was either homemade (macerating juniper into a concentrate) or purchased (One of the biggest selling items in the Sears catalogue during Prohibition was juniper essence). The term Bath Tub Gin refers to the need to cut the moonshine with water which, because of the size of vessels used to make the moonshine, meant using the taps on the bath tub.It is a common misconception that Prohibition led to a whole host of creativity of mixed drinks. There are very few known classic cocktails created in the USA during this time. Most of the great drinks of this period came from Europe and Cuba. Three exceptions…The Southside, The Last Word & The Orange Blossom (all gin drinks).





WORLD WAR II
Between Prohibition and World War II, Gin stood little chance of remaining on top. 

Distillation comes to a standstill in the category’s largest producing market.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During World War II many gin distillery’s were used to make ammunitions and because of grain rations the quality fell drastically. This was a hard blow for the gin industry. Cocktail Culture also took a hit at this time. It is very difficult for the masses to show the opulence of drinking cocktails at this time and processed foods and preserves were a major part of getting through the war. This led to reduced quality of  almost everything. These cheaper production methods lived on after the way as they were more economical that marked the beginning of a era of convenience. As cocktail culture disappeared gin sales continued to decline.  



THREE MARTINI LUNCH ERA 



THE BRITISH INVASION  



THE RISE OF VODKA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter Vodka…In the USA in 1967 Vodka over took Gin in sales for the very first time (it overtook Whiskey in 1976). Movie stars and characters were see sipping vodka over gin which made it fashionable and clever vodka marketing looked to displace gin. Campaigns such as Smirnoff’s ‘Vodka Leaves you Breathless’ was a dig at gins flavor and implied that if you drink vodka no one at the office would be able to tell from your breath after a three martini lunch. All of this led to another nail in the coffin for gins continued success. Vodka would start replacing gin in classic gin cocktails such as the Martini and Gimlet.  



THE DARKER DAYS OF COCKTAILS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an age of artificial ingredients and processed food and a drug fueled disco era the drinks followed suit. Terrible names, awful colors and little regard for the quality were the norm and during this period vodka was king. 



BOMBAY SAPPHIRE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kept Gin alive during the 80’s and 90’s 



SEAGRAMS + GIN & JUICE



THE RETURN OF COCKTAIL 
CULTURE

…and the gin renaissance that came 
with it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have a theory that when their is a synergy between the popularity of the cocktail and the popularity of gin. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
EU Regulation 1576/89Gin and Distilled Gin (London Gin)Distilled gin(a) Distilled gin is:(i) a juniper-flavoured spirit drink produced exclusively by redistilling organoleptically suitable ethyl alcoholof agricultural origin of an appropriate quality with an initial alcoholic strength of at least 96 % vol. instills traditionally used for gin, in the presence of juniper berries (Juniperus communis L.) and of othernatural botanicals provided that the juniper taste is predominant, or(ii) the mixture of the product of such distillation and ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin with the samecomposition, purity and alcoholic strength; natural and/or nature-identical flavouring substances and/orflavouring preparations as specified in category 20(c) may also be used to flavour distilled gin.(b) The minimum alcoholic strength by volume of distilled gin shall be 37,5 %.(c) Gin obtained simply by adding essences or flavourings to ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is not distilled ginLondon gin(a) London gin is a type of distilled gin:(i) obtained exclusively from ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin, with a maximum methanol content of5 grams per hectolitre of 100 % vol. alcohol, whose flavour is introduced exclusively through the redistillationin traditional stills of ethyl alcohol in the presence of all the natural plant materials used,(ii) the resultant distillate of which contains at least 70 % alcohol by vol.,(iii) where any further ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is added it must be consistent with the characteristicslisted in Annex I(1), but with a maximum methanol content of 5 grams per hectolitre of 100 % vol.alcohol,(iv) which does not contain added sweetening exceeding 0,1 gram of sugars per litre of the final product norcolorants,(v) which does not contain any other added ingredients other than water.(b) The minimum alcoholic strength by volume of London gin shall be 37,5 %.(c) The term London gin may be supplemented by the term ‘dry’.



CRAFT GIN IN THE USA
NEW WESTERN STYLE GIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New Western Gin is a loose term championed by Ryan Magerian, one the co-creators of Aviation Gin. There is no legal definition but there is something to be said about a new non-juniper forward style of gins emerging in the last 10 years.Craft Gin really doesn’t have a definition other than you must own your distillery and make less than 50’000 cases. Within craft you can find everything from delicious gin made by some of the worlds most talented distillers to disgusting gins made by trust fund kids without much of a clue….and there is everything in between.  “This designation seems to have evolved over the past nine years, as a result of efforts from both large brand houses and regional distillers in Europe and the United States. In taking a good hard look at todays rather loose definition of dry gin, these distillers realized a greater opportunity for artistic ‘flavor’ freedom i this great spirit and are creating gins with a shift away from the usual over-abundant focus on juniper, to the supporting botanicals, allowing them to almost share center stage. And while the juniper must remain dominant in all dry gins these gins are most certainly defined, not by the juniper itself, but by the careful inclusion and balance of the supporting flavors, creating, what many experts believe to be, an entirely new designation of dry gin that deserves individual recognition.” Ryan Magarian 



AVIATION GIN 





GIN DATA 
• US TOTAL GIN VOLUME ROUGHLY 10MM 9L 

CASES 
• STANDARD 30% (3.5MM) 
• VALUE <$10 (3.5MM) 
• SP 6% (580,000)
• PREMIUM (4MM)

• 3 YEAR DECREASE IN VOLUME (400,000 cases) 
• Gin volumes now look flat (mainly due to decline of 

Seagrams gin)  
• Craft Gin is 1MM cases 
• PREMIUM GIN IS GROWING AT 8% 
• SUPER PREMIUM IS GROWING AT 21% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The water used to cut Fords Gin comes from a well in Mendocino County, California, where we do our bottling. We ship the Gin in bulk from the UK; this reduces our carbon footprintAre products are bottled by 13th generation Master Distiller, Marko Karakasevic at Charbay, California. 









COCKTAIL CULTURE

• MENTION OF GIN 
COCKTAILS ON COCKTAIL 
MENUS IS UP 17% 

• The Martini moved from third 
most popular cocktail in the 
USA to second most popular 
cocktail last year 















DISTRIBUTION 



DISTRIBUTION 
KEY PLAYERS  

BREAKTHRU BEVERAGE (Wirtz & Charmer Sunbelt 
- YOUNGS 
- EMPIRE 
- REPUBLIC NATIONAL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY  
- SOUTHERN WINE & SPIRITS 
- PREMIER 

A great resource for researching distributors is the American Distillers 
Institute https://distilling.site-ym.com/page/Distributors



DISTRIBUTION 
SOUTHERN GLAZERS 

- Glazers founded in 1933 by the Glazer Brothers 
- Southern founded in 1968 by Harvey Chaplin (from Schenley Imports 
- Biggest Distributor in the World - Sales over 150 million cases  
- Over 5000 Brands 
- 44 States 
- Over 22,000 employees
- Servicing over 250,000 accounts 
- $16.5 Billion 





CONTROL & FRANCHISE STATES 





“On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday I work for Bacardi and 
Diageo. On Friday I work on my other 

5000 brands”  A Distributor 



EVERYTHING IS BIGGER IN AMERICA



SIZES 
5ML/20ML/375ML/750ML/1L/1.75L 





• LABEL APPROVAL 
FORMULA APPROVAL 
DISTRIBUTOR PARTNER (IN EVERY STATE) 
CONTRACTS 
INCENTIVES 
MARGIN 
BROKER/MARKETING or EMPLOYEES 
POS LAWS
PRICING & FAIR TRADE 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNTS 
CONSUMER SAMPLING 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
In England, this gin based drink is traditionally credited to John Collins, a bartender who worked at Limmer’s Hotel, Conduit Street, London. The ‘Coffee House’ of this hotel, a true dive bar, was popular with sporting types during the 19th century, and famous, according to the 1860s memoirs of a Captain Gronow, for its gin-punch as early as 1814.John (or possibly Jim) Collins, head waiter of Limmer’s, is immortalized in a limerick, which was apparently first printed in an 1892 book entitled ‘Drinks of the World’.“my name is John Collins, head waiter at Limmer’s. Corner of Conduit Street, Hanover Square.My chief occupation is filling the trimmers.For all the young gentleman frequenters there.”The Gin-Punch for which John Collins was know for went on to be named the Tom Collins after the Old Tom Gin he used for the drink.The Tom Collins also appears in the 1876 edition of Jerry Thomas’s Bartenders Guide. Three drinks titled Tom Collins are listed: Tom Collins Whiskey, Tom Collins Brandy and Tom Collins Gin.



THANK
YOU

and now it’s 
martini time{ }

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks you slide – switch to other education or cocktails 



DISTILLED IN LONDON AT THAMES DISTILLERS 
45% ABV/90 PROOF 



CHANGING TASTES
Classic gin cocktails of the past & their current day interpretations…

Hosted by:
DR ANNE BROCK
Master Distiller

SAM CARTER
Senior Ambassador



Ingredients:
• 60ml Star of Bombay Gin
• 15ml Noilly Prat Dry Vermouth
• 2 dashes Angostura orange bitters
• 1 lemon/orange peel twist - gently spritzed

Method:
1. To a chilled mixing glass, add good quality

cubed ice, vermouth, bitters & the gin
2. Using a long bar spoon, stir well for around

30 seconds to mix, chill & add dilution
3. Spritz the natural oils from the peel of a

lemon or orange (or both!) into a chilled
Martini cocktail glass

4. Carefully, in a circular motion, strain the
Martini cocktail into the chilled glass. Enjoy!

Classic Dry Martini Cocktail 2018 Shaken & Star(ed) Martini

Ingredients:
• 60ml Star of Bombay Gin
• 10ml Italicus Bergamot Liqueur
• 15ml MARTINI Rosato Vermouth
• 1 single mint leaf - freshly awoken

Method:
1. To a cocktail shaker, add good quality cubed

ice, the liqueur & the gin
2. Shake really well for around 10 seconds. Un-

attach the top section of the shaker then add
the vermouth

3. Using a long bar spoon, stir well for around
20 seconds to mix & chill

4. Strain the cocktail into a chilled Nick & Nora
glass containing a single mint leaf. Enjoy!



Ingredients:
• 60ml Bombay Sapphire Gin
• 15ml Luxardo Maraschino dry cherry Liqueur
• 15ml freshly squeezed lemon juice
• 2 dashes Crème de Violette - violet liqueur
• 1 lemon peel twist - gently spritzed
• 1 Maraschino cherry

Method:
1. Freshly squeeze the lemon juice into a

cocktail shaker
2. Add the rest of the ingredients along with

good quality cubed ice
3. Shake really well for around 10 seconds to

mix, chill & add dilution
4. Using a fine tea strainer, strain the cocktail

into a chilled coupette glass
5. Garnish with a spritzed lemon peel twist over

the drink then discard the peel
6. Complete the cocktail by adding a

Maraschino cherry to the glass. Enjoy!

1916 Hugo R. Ensslin Aviation 2018 Bombay Sapphire Aviation

Ingredients:
• 60ml Bombay Sapphire Gin
• 15ml Luxardo Maraschino dry cherry Liqueur
• 15ml freshly squeezed pink grapefruit juice
• 1 Maraschino cherry infused in home-made

Madagascan vanilla & pink grapefruit peel
Liqueur

Method:
1. Freshly squeeze the pink grapefruit juice into

a cocktail shaker
2. Add the rest of the ingredients along with

good quality cubed ice
3. Shake really well for around 10 seconds to

mix, chill & add dilution
4. Using a fine tea strainer, strain the cocktail

into a chilled coupette glass
5. Complete the cocktail by adding the vanilla &

pink grapefruit oil infused Maraschino cherry
to the bottom of the glass. Enjoy!



Ingredients:
• 30ml Bombay Sapphire East Gin
• 30ml Campari
• 30ml MARTINI Rosso Vermouth
• 1 orange peel twist - spritzed

Method:
1. Take a cut-glass crystal tumbler & fill it

completely full of good quality cubed ice
2. Pour in the three liquids and stir with a long

bar spoon for around 15 seconds
3. Spritz the natural oils from the peel of an

orange over the top of the cocktail then twist
it & place it in the glass. Enjoy!

1919 Fosco Scarselli Negroni 2018 Cold-Brew Coffee Negroni

Ingredients:
• 30ml Bombay Sapphire East Gin infused with

Hampshire roasted Arabica Mozzo coffee
• 30ml MARTINI Bitters
• 30ml MARTINI Riserva Speciale Rubino
• 1 large orange wedge - gently squeezed

Method:
1. Take a curved stem-less Riedel wine glass

tumbler & fill it completely full of good
quality cubed ice

2. Pour in the three liquids & stir with a long bar
spoon for around 15 seconds

3. Gently squeeze a large orange wedge over
the cocktail & briefly stir for a final time.
Enjoy!



Ginposium 2018 – 7th June 2018 

The Gin Guild aims to ensure gin’s prominent place in the future by 
bringing together gin distillers and industry leaders involved in the 

production, promotion, distribution and consumption of gin.

The Gin Guild promotes and encourages commitment to excellence 
in gin distillation and industry custodianship of the spirit category.
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